
DISK WORK REST from Beaumont Metal Works 

1. The BASE PLATE has a 4-1/2” diameter hole 

which fits over the raised centering ridge of any 

NEMA 56C frame motor.   Attach BASE PLATE to 

face of 56C-frame motor using four (4) 3/8-16 x 

5/8 hex head cap screws together with four (4) 

flat washers  [included].     Align BASE PLATE to 

that its rounded side is up, its long straight side 

is down, and slots for slide arm receptacles are 

on the sides.  

The BASE PLATE will need to be installed before 

the grinding disk is attached.   

2. Attach the ARM RECEPTACLES (steel boxes) to 

the BASE PLATE using four (4) 5/16 – 18 x 2 ¼ 

carriage bolts and four (4) 5/16 – 18 nylon insert lock nuts [both provided], one ARM RECEPTACLE on each 

side.  Each ARM RECEPTACLE should be positioned so that (a) its threaded hole for a locking lever is on the top 

and (b) the space to hold the slide arms is on the outside of the BASE PLATE.    The carriage bolts should be 

inserted from the front, one in each side slot of the BASE PLATE, then through the holes in the ARM 

RECEPTACLE, and then secured with a lock nut on back side.   The straight slots of the BASE PLATE align with 

the squared inside head of the carriage bolts to enable complete tightening of the lock nuts on the carriage 

bolts.   The straight slots of the BASE PLATE enable the ARM RECEPTACLES and thus the entire work table to be 

adjusted up and down.   

 

3. Attach one SLIDE ARM to each side of the 1” shaft of the work table.  One SLIDE ARM has a protruding roll pin 

which should be positioned on the outside left to enable the roll pin to fit inside the groove of the miter 

bracket.  Each SLIDE ARM should be attached the shaft of the work table so that its locking lever threaded hole 

and vice slit is pointing down.  See picture.   

 

4. Attach the WORK TABLE by inserting both SLIDE ARMS into both ARM RECEPTACLES simultaneously.   The 

SLIDES ARMS and ARM RECEPTACLES are heavy steel and machined for close fit, and therefore will be difficult 

to insert and adjust unless aligned properly.     

 

5. Attach MITER BRACKET to the outside left of the slide arm.  Its ¼-20 screw can be loosened for attachment on 

the 1” shaft of the work table, positioned so the protruding roll pin of the SLIDE ARM is inside its arced slot. 

The ¼-20 screw on the MITER BRACKET can be tightened to enable repeatable angling of the work table from 

45 degrees to 90 degrees to the rotating disk surface.   

 

6. Screw a black LOCKING LEVER into the threaded hole on top of each ARM RECEPTACLE.   These LOCKING 

LEVERS allow the handle to be pulled along the axis away from the threads for rotational repositioning.   An 

internal spring re-engages the handle for tightening or loosening.   The LOCKING LEVERS on the top of the ARM 

RECEPTACLES can be loosened to enable the SLIDE ARMS and thus the work table to move in or out parallel to 

the motor shaft axis  (perpendicular to the disk surface).         

 

7. Screw a black LOCKING LEVER into the threaded hole on the bottom of each SLIDE ARM.  These LOCKING 

LEVERS enable the SLIDE ARMS to be tightened or loosened around the support shaft of the work table, so that 

it can be tilted and locked into position.         


